EFFECTS OF THREE SYLLABLE DURATIONS USING THE MELODIC INTONATION THERAPY TECHNIQUE
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Five nonfluent aphasics were presented English phrases with three syllable durations; a regular speech, non-intoned duration < 1 sec per syllable, and two modified Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT) intoned durations of 1.5 sec per syllable and 2.0 sec per syllable. All subjects had the greatest number of correct phrase productions at the longest MIT duration ($p < 0.001$) and the greatest number of failures at the regular non-intoned duration. Therefore, syllable duration is an important acoustic parameter to consider when using an MIT technique with severe nonfluent aphasics.

Moderate to severe limitation in speech production is a prominent characteristic of the nonfluent aphasias. The four nonfluent aphasia syndromes recognized by some aphasiologists include Transcortical Motor aphasia, Broca's aphasia, Mixed aphasia, and Global aphasia. Transcortical Motor aphasia presents relatively intact repetition performance when compared to propositional speech, but in the Broca's, Mixed, and Global aphasia syndromes conversational speech and phrase repetition are similarly nonfluent. Although the nonfluent aphasic patient's speech has halting and effortful initiation, awkward articulation, reduced melodic line, and telegraphic grammatical constructions, many of these patients reportedly can sing familiar songs with good articulation (Geschwind, 1971). Some treatment methods for nonfluent aphasia have emphasized the singing of propositional speech in a clinical setting (Gerstman, 1964; Keith and Aronson, 1975). The use of Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT) as a successful treatment technique to enhance formulation of propositional language with nonfluent aphasics was first introduced by Albert, Sparks, and Helm (1973), and further examined by Sparks, Helm, and Albert (1974).

Sparks and Holland (1976) state that the MIT technique utilizes "intoned patterns" which contain three elements—melodic line, rhythm, and points of stress. The linguistic concept "stress" is described acoustically in terms of intensity, spectrum, fundamental frequency, and duration (Malmberg, 1968). Fry (1955) found that with normal subjects increased duration is the single
most important factor in perception of stress in English syllables. Other
investigators have concluded that for aphasic patients with left hemisphere
lesions and auditory processing defects, expanded duration of both verbal and
nonverbal acoustic stimuli improves performance on a variety of experimental
tasks requiring temporal resolution and sequencing analysis (Efron, 1963;
Albert and Bear, 1973; Tallal and Newcombe, 1978).

In this study, we manipulated syllable duration and measured its effect on
phrase production ability in a small sample of nonfluent aphasic subjects. Sub-
jects produced words and phrases at three syllable durations, a regular speech
duration (with an approximate mean of 0.28 sec) and two expanded MIT in-
toned durations (1.5 and 2.0 sec). The purpose of this study was to determine
if a prolonged syllable duration would improve subjects' verbal performance
within the MIT technique.

METH O D

Subjects

Five right-handed male CVA patients were selected as subjects for this study.
Four of these subjects had left hemisphere vascular lesions and one subject
had bilateral lesions. These lesions were verified from localizing neurologic
signs and CT scans. CT scans were done 7 to 108 months post-onset, and
were interpreted by a staff radiologist. The composites in Figure 1 show that
all five subjects had lesions in the left hemisphere. One of the five had an ad-
ditional small lesion in the right occipital lobe, but like the others, his pre-
dominant lesion was in the distribution of the left middle cerebral artery. Sub-
jects ranged in age from 47 to 67 years, with a mean of 58 years. Months post-
onset ranged from 4 to 108, with a mean of 29 months.

Subject selection also was based on the following clinical criteria:
(1) Patients were classified as nonfluent in conversational speech on the Boston
Diagnostic Aphasia Examination Rating Scale Profile of Speech Characteristics
(Goodglass and Kaplan, 1972). Additional language testing placed each patient
within a general aphasia syndrome. Two of the five patients were classified as
presenting Global aphasia, two were classified as presenting Mixed aphasia,
and one was classified as presenting Broca's aphasia. None of the five patients
in the sample exhibited Transcortical Motor aphasia, and all five had moderate
to severe impairments on high probability phrase repetition. Descriptive in-
formation on the subjects is provided in Table 1. See Figure 2 for composite
range of spec. h profile ratings.
(2) A patient's pre-experimental therapy experience with MIT was limited to
less than one month.

Stimulus Materials

Sixty stimulus phrases and single word items were administered by live
Figure 1. Six CT scan slices showing superimposed composite lesion sites for five subjects with nonfluent aphasia. Moving from left to right, top to bottom row, schematics represent CT slices of ascending level within the brain. Stippled areas mark presence of infarcted brain tissue. At upper left slice, Broca's area may be visualized on periphery just lateral to anterior horn of left lateral ventricle (two subjects had identified lesions on this slice), and moving across the top row of CT slices (and progressing superiorly through the brain), the middle slice represents both Broca's and Wernicke's language areas; Wernicke's area is represented by the top right slice. Bottom row on left is level of supramarginal gyrus (superior to Wernicke's slice in the brain), where all 5 subjects had identified lesions. Bottom right is uppermost CT slice of those shown.

Table 1. Descriptive information on age, months post-onset, auditory comprehension, and aphasia type for 5 subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Months Post-Onset</th>
<th>Auditory Comprehension Z-Score (Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination)</th>
<th>% Correct Taken Test Score (Spreen &amp; Benton 1969)</th>
<th>Aphasia Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R.B.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.A.</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.B.</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>+0.89</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Broca's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.B.</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>+0.46</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voice to each subject, 20 phrases per duration condition. The experimenter (SL) produced phrases with live voice because the MIT technique does not use pre-recorded stimulus materials. In addition, aphasic individuals using this technique sometimes require repetitions and back-up procedures following error productions, necessitating some flexibility in stimulus presentation. These stimulus phrases and word items consisted of spondee nouns (baseball), social greetings (how are you), actions (smoking), or verb-object commands (open
The door. With the 1.5 and 2.0 sec intoned durations, stressed syllables received high tone, unstressed syllables received low tone. The frequency difference between high and low tones approximated the musical interval of a fourth. Stimulus phrases were ordered to avoid consecutive duplication of tone contours, to reduce the tendency for subjects to perseverate tone contours and syllables from one phrase to the next. The stimulus phrases and words were not balanced for phonologic or syntactic complexity.

To establish an approximate value for mean vowel duration in her regular, non-intoned speech, the experimenter recorded 16 CVC syllables, representing the 12 vowels and four diphthongs in English. Each syllable was produced with primary stress. Sound spectrograms were made of these syllables (Kay Elemetrics Sonagraph Model 6061-B) and the vowel durations were measured (Naeser, 1970). The durations observed ranged from 123 msec to 454 msec, and the mean was 282 msec. This mean vowel duration for regular speech, non-intoned syllables was obtained as an approximate baseline for subsequent comparison with the prolonged intoned MIT durations.

The 1.5 sec and 2.0 sec intoned syllable durations were timed, while they were being produced by the experimenter, with an optical metronome. The metronome was calibrated to flash a 2-watt light once every 1.5 or 2.0 sec (it was visible only to the experimenter during the experimental sessions).

Three sound spectrograms for the sample phrase, good-bye, as produced by the experimenter at the three different syllable durations, are shown in Figure 3. The measured vowel durations (msec) were the following:
Thus, all durations were approximate. In no instance did the regular speech, non-intoned duration equal the 1.5 or 2.0 sec intoned MIT syllable durations, and the 1.5 and 2.0 sec intoned syllable durations did not overlap.

Procedure

A baseline phrase repetition level (number of syllables per phrase which could be reliably repeated) was established for each subject. It should be noted that a baseline for number of syllables per phrase that a patient can repeat is not a standard MIT pre-therapy item. The phrase repetition baselines
were determined using a laddering procedure, that is, a correct phrase repetition meant that the next phrase given was one syllable longer; incorrect phrase repetition meant that the next phrase given was one syllable shorter. The baseline test phrases used were representative of, but not identical to, those used in experimental sessions. Thus, each individual subject was assigned appropriate phrase lengths adjusted to the severity of his repetition impairment.

Stimulus phrase presentation in the 1.5 and 2.0 sec intoned MIT conditions followed basic procedures described in the methodology manual (Sparks, 1974). These procedures are similar to Level III, Sparks and Holland (1976). The five MIT steps are summarized as follows:

1. unison humming, (2) unison intoned phrase production, (3) clinician fades as patient attempts intoned production alone, (4) patient repeats intoned production alone, and (5) patient intones appropriate response to clinician's intoned question

Thus, MIT steps 1, 2, and 3 require the patient to intone phrases with the clinician, and steps 4 and 5 require the patient to intone the phrase independent of the clinician. Stimulus phrase presentation in the regular non-intoned duration condition followed this same format; however, step 1 was omitted. When non-intoned stimulus phrases were presented by the experimenter, non-intoned response phrases were expected from the subjects.

Sixty different stimulus phrases, 20 in each syllable duration condition, were administered over 12 sessions, 3 sessions per week. In one week, a subject was given three 30-minute sessions. In a single session, five phrases were presented in only one of three syllable duration conditions. A given phrase was never used with more than one syllable duration condition. Each duration condition (regular non-intoned, 1.5 sec intoned, or 2.0 sec intoned) was presented in one session per week, and the order of weekly presentation was counterbalanced.

RESULTS

Table 2 presents results for each subject, including length of stimulus phrase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length Of Stimulus Phrase In Syllables</th>
<th>Regular Non-Intoned Duration</th>
<th>1.5 Sec Intoned Duration</th>
<th>2.0 Sec Intoned Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIT Steps*</td>
<td>MIT Steps*</td>
<td>MIT Steps*</td>
<td>MIT Steps*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1   2   3   4   5</td>
<td>1   2   3   4   5</td>
<td>1   2   3   4   5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.B.</td>
<td>2   4   4   4   3</td>
<td>20 12 11 9 8</td>
<td>20 12 12 11 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.A.</td>
<td>2   8   6   6   6</td>
<td>20 13 11 11 10</td>
<td>20 17 17 17 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.T.</td>
<td>2-3 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>20 20 19 14 13</td>
<td>20 19 16 16 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.B.</td>
<td>4-5 3 3 3 3</td>
<td>20 20 20 17 14</td>
<td>20 20 20 19 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.B.</td>
<td>5-6 6 6 6 6</td>
<td>20 20 20 13 12</td>
<td>20 20 20 20 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.7 4.4 4.0 3.8</td>
<td>20 17 16.2 12.8 11.4</td>
<td>20 17.8 17 16.6 16.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Maximum score at each step is 20.
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and the number of phrases (out of 20) each subject produced correctly at every MIT step, within each syllable duration condition. Note that MIT step 1 (patient hums melody) was not used with the regular non-intoned duration condition. Mean correct phrase production across steps 2-5, in the regular non-intoned condition was 4.15 (20.75%); in the 1.5 sec per syllable intoned condition 14.35 (71.75%); and in the 2.0 sec per syllable intoned condition 16.90 (84.5%). Thus, all subjects had more correct phrase productions with the prolonged intoned conditions, than with the regular non-intoned condition.

As the difficulty of MIT steps increased, correct phrase production decreased across all syllable duration conditions. The percent correct phrase production for each syllable duration condition, at each MIT step, is graphed in Figure 4. Correct phrase production with the regular non-intoned condition decreased from 22% at step 2, to 19% at step 5. With the 1.5 sec per syllable intoned condition it decreased from 83% at step 2, to 54% at step 5. With the 2.0 sec per syllable intoned condition, it decreased from 88% at step 2, to 82% at step 5. However, 2.0 sec per syllable condition was associated with the highest phrase production performance at all MIT steps.

A Repeated Measures Two-Factor Analysis of Variance was used to analyze the data further, and a summary of this analysis is presented in Table 3. The data indicate the following:

![Figure 4. Percent correct phrase production at MIT steps 1-5, for three syllable duration conditions.](image-url)
Mean comparisons for duration and MIT step, and duration x MIT step interactions were carried out using Scheffe's Test (Glass and Stanley, 1970).

Overall, phrase production was significantly better at the 1.5 sec per syllable intoned condition than for the regular speech, non-intoned condition (p < 0.005), and for the 2.0 sec per syllable intoned condition, than at the regular non-intoned condition (p < 0.001). No significant difference existed between the 1.5 and 2.0 sec per syllable conditions, across all treatment conditions (p > 0.10). Statistically significant mean differences for each MIT step across all duration conditions were found. These mean differences were between steps 2 and 4 (p < 0.05), 2 and 5 (p < 0.01), and 3 and 5 (p < 0.05).

Mean comparisons were analyzed between each MIT step and the three duration conditions. All mean comparisons for the regular non-intoned condition versus the 1.5 sec per syllable intoned condition for steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 were statistically significant (p < 0.001). The mean comparisons between step and syllable duration were not significant for the 1.5 versus 2.0 sec per syllable durations with steps 2 and 3 (p > 0.05), however, the mean comparisons were significant for steps 4 (p < 0.05) and 5 (p < 0.01). Thus, phrase production with the 2.0 sec per syllable duration was significantly better than phrase production with the 1.5 sec per syllable duration only at MIT steps 4 and 5.

Summary of Results

(1) All subjects, whether moderate or severe aphasics, had significantly more correct phrase productions with the prolonged intoned conditions of 1.5 and 2.0 sec per syllable, than with the regular speech, non-intoned condition.

(2) The highest number of correct phrase productions was observed with the 2.0 sec per syllable condition, the next highest with the 1.5 sec per syllable condition, and the lowest with the regular speech, non-intoned condition.

(3) As MIT steps became more difficult, the percentage of correct phrase productions decreased, across all syllable duration conditions. Significantly
more correct phrase productions existed at steps 2 (unison phrase intonation) and 3 (clinician fades participation), than at steps 4 (solo phrase production) and 5 (solo production in response to the clinician's related question).

(4) The interaction between syllable duration and MIT step indicated that phrase production performance with the 2.0 sec/syllable duration was significantly better than the 1.5 sec/syllable duration only at steps 4 and 5.

DISCUSSION

This is the first attempt to investigate the effect of increased syllable duration on Melodic Intonation Therapy. The findings show that significantly more accurate phrase production performance existed at all steps for prolonged MIT durations. Further, performance at MIT steps 4 and 5 (when the subject intoned the phrase without verbal assistance from the experimenter) was significantly more accurate with the 2.0 than with the 1.5 sec per syllable duration condition. The nonfluent subjects who participated in this study benefited not only from the 1.5 sec per syllable prolonged intoned duration, but also from the additional 500 msec at the 2.0 sec per syllable prolonged intoned duration. Our findings agree with previously cited research regarding the facilitating effect of expanded speech duration. More specifically, recommended procedural adaptations may be in order concerning syllable duration within the MIT technique.

The goal of the MIT technique is to facilitate formulation of propositional language. This goal may be attained with certain nonfluent aphasics after a given period of therapy with MIT at Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Sparks and Holland, 1976). A criterion of 90 per cent correct phrase production performance on 10 consecutive scores has been set for a patient to progress from one level to the next. Results from this study would suggest that if patients are unable to reach criterion at step 5 with shorter MIT durations (< 2.0 sec per syllable), the patient would benefit from the prolonged intoned duration.

In this study, every syllable (stressed and unstressed) in the MIT intoned conditions was prolonged to 1.5 or 2.0 sec. This does not conform to the stress patterns of normal English. However, it was used in this study to ascertain whether or not increased duration facilitated improved verbal performance. The 2.0 sec per syllable duration did facilitate significantly more correct responses at MIT steps 4 and 5 (Level 3). Further study is recommended to determine whether the same effect can be obtained when increased syllable duration of 2.0 sec is used only on the normally stressed syllables.
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